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I NTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE
It is of utmost importance that the instrumental music
teacher be able to demonstrate proper tone quality, breath
control , fingering techniques, and phrasing.

He must also

understand the problems which the student will encounter and
have to overcome in the study of the different instruments.
One of the most effective methods of learning is through actual performance .

The teacher learns many points during prep-

aration for acceptable performance which may be applied to
other instruments as well as the specific problems of that instrument.

The writer felt that the performance of a wood-

wind recital would be the most practical and beneficial project to improve the knowledge of teaching instrumental music.
The clarinet , flute, and oboe were selected for solo performance.

A clarinet quartet composed of former students of

the writer was also included in the performance.

The major

works were performed on the clarinet, the performer ' s major
instrument .

The flute was also selected because it had been

studied previously during undergraduate study.

The oboe was

selected because of the possibilities it offered for phrasing and control not possible on the clarinet and because of
the availability of reeds which the writer had learned to
make during undergraduate work.
Because of the great many endurance pressures which
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accompany solo performances, it was necessary to provide a
brief rest for the soloist.

This need was fulfilled, and the

teaching ability of the writer demonstrated by the student
quartet composed of four members of the Sky View High School
band.

The quartet consisted of one junior and three sopho-

mores.

They had been playing the clarinet since they entered

junior high school .
three years .

They had studied private ly from one to

They agreed to help with the recital, and

practices were arranged on Saturday mornings.

During the

week prior to the recital, special rehearsals were arranged
for during their school lunch period.
The choice of an accompanist was a very important consideration.

Mrs. Vichy H. Furness was selected for this very

v ital role .

The works selected for p erformance were diffi-

cult and called for an accompanist of exceptional ability.
Mrs. Furness was a source of great assistance in rehearsals
as well as the final performance.

SELECTION OF MUSIC
The music to be performed was studied as many as three
years before the recital was actually given.

The author had

a desire to perform the Mozart Clarinet Concerto and had attempted the first movement from this work in a student recital
as an undergraduate.

Even though this work is more satisfying

when a complete performance is given and the entire Concerto
was learned, cuts were made in the first movement to reduce
the length, which was a challenge to the endurance of the performer.
From the first hearing the author was very impressed
with the Debussy Premiere Rhapsodie.

In spite of the ex-

tremely difficult technical passages in this work it too was
played by the writer as an undergraduate.

When it was de-

cided that a recital would be given to help fulfill the requirements of a Master's Degree this was the first number
chosen.
The selection of the numbers played on the minor instruments was made on the advice of Dr. Dalby.

The Swan, al-

though not technically difficult, requires a great amount of
control and a well developed phrasing technique.

The tone is

also improved by working on this number.
The first number of the Three Romances for Oboe by
Schumann completed the list of solos .

It offered an oppor-

tunity to develop the expressive qualities of the oboe, which
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is much more flexible than the clarinet in this facet of playing.

The first number was selected because it did not go

into extremes of range.
An arrangement of an Allemanda by Carelli and the first
of Two Promenades by Francis McKay were selected as the numbers for the clarinet quartet.

The inclusion of these pieces

made a program with nearly every period of music represented.
The order of the program presented a problem.

Several

different criteria might have been used to select the order.
It was decided to arrange the program so that the performer
would be provided the best opportunity to play well on each
of the instruments.

The performer found that a pause of sev-

eral minutes was required after playing the clarinet to relax
the embouchure muscles so that a good tone could be produced
on the flute.

For this reason The Swan was played first.

The Mozart Clarinet Concerto was performed early in the program because its length required great endurance and the
final passages required a great amount of energy to be effective .

There was a question as to whether the quartet

should play following the clarinet or oboe solo.

The later

alternative was chosen so there would be a brief rest for the
performer before the final clarinet piece, and the change
from clarinet to oboe posed no special problem.

The quartet

seemed most confident with the Carelli Al lemanda, so the
Promenade was played first.

The Premiere Rha psodie was placed

at the end of the program because the performer felt this had
been practiced more effectively than the other selections.
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( This piece was practiced immediately after warming-up early
in the morning, and the performer had a tendency to devote
more practice time to this piece than the other numbers).
The performer was also able to become more personally involved with the Rhapsodie and, therefore, assumed it would be
played better than any of the other numbers .

SELECTION OF REEDS
Clarinet reeds
The selection of a clarinet reed is a task which requires time as well as a concept of the sound to be produced
by the clarinet .

This concept of sound varies to some de-

gree because of personal differences .

The performer pur -

chased two boxes of reeds four months prior to the recital
date .

Each reed was played; some of them were eliminated

immediately whi l e others were played up to fi v e minutes.
After each reed had been played those which produced acceptable tone quality were played a second time.

This time they

were played for a longer period , and the resistence strength
was noted .

The performer classified the reeds into four

groups; those which were discarded, those which might be good
on other mouthpieces or for students , those which could be
used as practice reeds , and two reeds which might be used in
the recital .

The reeds in the last two gro ups were then

played for longer periods of time to determine their endurance possibilities and to find those which might be better
after being " broken in ."

The two reeds first selected proved

to be the most satisfactory.

These were then put aside and

most of the practicing was done using other good reeds.

Two

weeks before the performance the performer again played on
the reeds which were to be used for the recital.

The reeds
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were played while holding the clarinet at an angle about 45
degrees to the right, then 45 degrees to the left of a vertical position to make sure the surface strength was uniform.
The reeds were then played from that time until the recital
so that the performer would be acquainted with the performance of the reed, and the reed would be shaped to the mouthpiece and " broken in."

During the two week period the per-

former developed a preference for one reed and selected this
as the reed to be used in the recital.
Oboe reeds
The reed is of major importance in the playing of the
oboe.

If the player has to be concerned with the reed, con-

centration on a musical performance is impossible.

The oboe

reed is the most important item in producing a good tone on
the oboe.

The reed also determines the range available to

the player to a great extent.

The performer 's experience

with oboe reeds was not extensive, but she had been quite
successful in making reeds.
months before the recital.

The reeds were made about six
At this time one reed was se-

lected from three made by the performer.
The reed-making process requires careful attention.

The

oboe cane used was gouged, shaped, and folded, and was selected because of the even grain.

The cane was soaked for

about 45 minutes, then the ends were scraped and the cane was
placed on the staple with about one-third of the metal tubing
exposed.

The nylon thread was attached to a solid object

then wrapped around the cane and tube starting at the tip of
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the metal tube .

The cane was plac ed so that the two blades

came together allowing no leakage.

The reed was then soaked

again while the other reeds were started .

The performer

found that there was less splitting of the cane if the reeds
were scraped immediate ly after wrapping.

The "W" cut was

used by the performer because the unscraped ridge down the
middle of the reed prevented the reed from closing when the
lips were pressed too tightly together .

The tip of the reed

was scraped down so it could be cut off with a razor blade.
The total length of the reed was ap proximately 70 mm.

The

tube was placed on a mandrill to hold it steady throughout
the reed-making process, and a plaque was inserted between
the blades of the reed after the tip was cut so there was
less chance of damage while the scraping was being done.
To make the "W " cut the tip is scraped as thin as possible about 1/8 inch back.

The sides are then scraped leav-

ing a thin ridge of bark down the middle.
of the scrape was about 1/2 to 5/8 inch .

The entire length
The reed was then

tried , and the scraping was continued until there were two
distinct pitches in the "crow."
oboe and tuned .
wide and l t

The reed was checked on the

A piece of "goldbea ter skin" about 3/4 inch

inches long was wrapped around the blades of the

reed, slightly overlapping on the thread to prevent any a ir
leakage .

Then the pitch was checked again.

The reed was

allowed to dry and was then soaked and played again.

A small

amount of scraping was required at this time, and minor adjustments were made as the reed was played.

One of the reeds
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made at this time was selected for the recital, but about one
month before the recital three more reeds were made to insure
an extra playable reed.

ANALYSIS OF MUSIC
The swan
The Swan by Camille Saint Saens appears deceivingly
simple as one looks at the music .

The tempo marking is

adagio , and eighth notes are the fastest encountered .

This

slow tempo and the length of the phrases make The Swan a
very demanding solo .
with a strong vibrato .

The tone must be steady and controlled
The performer worked almost entirely

with a four pulsation vibrato per count , but a few times
slipped i nto a six while practicing with the piano accompa niment.

Dur i ng the actual performance , perhaps because of

the tension , both numbers of pulsations were used.

The

flute entrance in the second measure required complete breath
control so that the air would not be wasted making it necessary to take a second breath before the phrase was finished.
Correct breathing was vital in a successful performance of
this piece .

The performer found it helpful to breath deeply

filling chest cavity " out and not up. "
The high "D" in the fifth measure climaxing the phrase
proved to be v ery difficult, but when the same phrase occurred
nine measures from the end it was played much more successfully .

Apparently the performer "warmed-up " during the play-

ing of the solo and was better able to control the embouchure
muscles and appeture thus produc ing a more acceptable tone
and phrase ending.

The high " F" in the ninth measure was
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usually played witho ut trouble if the performer made sure the
first finger of the right hand pressed the key firmly enough
to stop any air leakage.

The player had to be careful not to

let the p itch drop at the end of the phrases .

This was espe-

cially critical on the final " Bb " which is held for ten
counts at a dynamic marking of pianissimo .
Another problem which might be mentioned was the piano
accompaniment .

The performer had learned the piece in the

key of B flat during study in the Rubank Advanced Method for
Flute Volume I by Voxman and Gower.

However, the only piano

accompaniment available was in the key of G.

The performer

learned the piece in that key and performed it once but felt
that she would be more successful using the key of B flat because of the low register problem in the key of G.

This made

it necessary to recopy the entire piano accompaniment.
Practice on the flute was usually done during any spare
minutes the performer had in her teaching job, between classes
and at noon .

The flute was almost constantly used in class

instruction because it was quickly assembled and did not require a reed .

Also, many of the performer ' s teaching scores

were in the concert key , and using the flute made transposition unnecessary .

The Swan is a very short solo and could

be practiced more effectively at these moments than some of
the longer clarinet works .
The practices with the accompanist were arranged for the
weekends and presented no particular problems because of the
excellence of the pianist who had played the piece many times.
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Because The Swan was to be the first number on the program it
was played at the beginning of the practice session to approximate as nearly as possible the actual performance conditions .
Concerto, op. 107
The Clarinet Concerto written by Mozart in 1791 is the
first major work for clarinet which employed the instrument
to full advantage .

The first movement was cut in several

places for the recital performance because of its length.
Most of the introduction was left out.

The piano began eight

measures before the clarinet entrance .

The register is not

extreme in the first measures, and the fingerings seem to lay
in a very natural sequence.

However, articulation at the

correct tempo proved quite difficult, and where extended
patterns of tongued sixteenth notes occurred slurs were inserted affecting the first two notes of a group of four or
eight sixteenth notes.

Frequently these passages, which were

usually in a scale pattern or intervals of a third, were followed by longer notes which were more than an octave apart.
These large skips upward are not extremely difficult to perform on the reed instruments but great care must be taken
when they are performed on the clarinet because the embouchure must be tightened slightly when the higher note is
played to avoid " scooping. "
The trill from " fourth line D" to "E" requires special
attention because the third finger does not seem to move as
freely as the others.

The performer found it helpful to
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play the "C" which follows the trill with the left hand because of the tension which builds up in the right hand during
the execution of the trill.

The scale passage fourteen measures after letter E
(Cundy Bettoney Inc. edition) requires increasing breath support and embouchure control as the performer approaches the
high "F."

This performer found it helpful to "aim" for this

note and pull the lower lip away from the reed slightly.
the

~marking

At

after letter E a cut was made to letter I.

Most of the cut was a recapitulation of that which had already
been played .

However, the section between letters F and G is

different and requires much practice if it is to be played
artistically.

The rhythmical change from triplets to six-

teenths requires special attention in the section.

Several

I

times in the first movement a skip of a twelfth downward is
encountered.

The p.e rformer found that the lower note was often played flat
especially if it were in the low register of the clarinet.
This may have been caused by loosening the embouchure or the
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dynamic level at which the note was played.
Nine measures after letter K the climax is begun with
piano sixteenth notes which require very fast movement in the
left hand.

The movement is finished brilliantly with scale

passages and ends with the "D" trill mentioned before.
The second movement, marked adagio, is in beautiful contrast to the lively first movement.

The first note was not

tongued but started with the breath only.

The seventh meas-

ure contains a thirty-second grace note which was played
slightly before the beat.

The first three notes of the solo

passage after the second tutti are very critical.

$~~

f:i fEr

do lee

They require a great amount of breath support and careful
tonguing, and they must be controlled if the
to be observed.

~marking

Two measures later the thirty-second note

run is played very deliberately and should not be rushed.
The seven measures immediately preceeding letter L offer a
challenge in rhythmical accuracy.

~~~7~T;,

_..

Llj..j!'fl+p.6£,6~~

--

•.

fi..-•

..

is
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The first measure contains two counts of sextuplets and one
\

of four-sixteenths.

Then in the third measure a quarter note

' is tied to the first of eight thirty-second notes which are
followed by another Sextuplet.
to

It proved to be very difficult

·~xecute

the sextuplet properly because it contains three

desce~ding

notes, then an upward leap of a seventh to three

more

d~scending

notes.

This arrangement of the notes nat-

urally divides the six notes into two triplets and requires
tremendous concentration to avoid this pitfall.

Two measures

before letter L there is a chromatic passage of sextuplets
which leads into the "D" trill which is found in all three
movements of this work.
The cadenza played by the performer was very dimple and
followed the interval and rhythmical pattern of the composer
with the exception of the seventh which led into the "C" in
the next measure.

1'0\,

f
The thirty-second notes four measures after letter M
also required special attention because of the finger combinations and range involved.

Eight measures before the end of

the movement there is a chromatic passage of four triplets
and four sixteenths which lead to a trill from "G" above the
staff to "A."

The movement closes with three quarter notes
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and a half n ote on f irst space "F" wh i ch lead into the third
movement .
The articulat i on at the beg i nning of the third movement
is written wi th two slurred s i xteenth notes followed by three
staccato eighth notes .

The performer experienced some diffi-

culty in playing this passage correctly because it was learned incorrectly and had to be relearned .

The solo passage

following the fir st tutti to letter N proved to be the most
difficult for the solo i st to perform .

This part requires

much flex i bility in the f i nger i ng and tonguing, and one difficult passage i s followed so closely by another there is no
chance to prepare for each part .

Five measures before letter

' p there is a measure c on tain i ng an "A minor" arpeggio extendi ng to high "G. "

The performer found that this note was

played more successfu lly i f the pressure on the reed was relaxed slightly by tight en ing the lower lip and pulling it
down and away from the reed ,
Thirteen measures after Q there is a measure in the low
register at a forte mark i ng followed by a figure of four sixteenth notes and an eighth note in the upper register marked
piano which must be played very delicately if the full effect
in contrast is to be ach i eved .

£
T

.

"!""T,•

•

p
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Twenty-two measures after letter S there are four dotted
quarter notes; low "C" to middle "C," up to high "Eb" which
is played with the third finger and little finger of the left
hand, then back to fifth line "F#" which is also ·played with
the same fingers of the left hand.

Twenty-five measures after letter T the first climax
build-up begins with a figure of four sixteenth notes and an
eighth starting at piano then ascending in thirds and making
a crescendo.

Eleven measures later there is a very difficult

figure of sixteenth notes.

,
This figure t~en repeats and is very difficult because it
requires that almost all fingers move on every no~e.
The Mozart Clarinet Concerto was a very satisf'y ing composition to work with.

It exploits the strong points of the

clarinet most effectively .

Many of the very brilliant' pas-

sages are not extremely difficult and can be performed w\th
confidence.

Even though it requires a great deal of pract\ce
\
\\
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it never becomes ted i ous .

The performer found that the key

to successful performan ce of this c ompos i t i on is to relax as
much as poss i ble .

Study of th i s Conc e r to con tr i butes greatly

to the un derstan d ing an d kn owledge of the c l ar i ne t .
Dre i roman zen
The three Roman zen for oboe and p i a n o. Op .
94 , a r e s i mi lar i n texture a n d structure. The
f i rst , i n A minor , i s the best , part l y because
it is tern ary wi thout bein g pos i t i vely sectional .
The secon d , i n A major , has a mi ddle sect i on in
the relat i ve minor , wh i ch d i ps a good deal i nto
the oboe ' s bottom register i n a susp i ciously cas usal mann e r; i t i s on the naive s i de and offers no
n ew mater i al fo r the c r i tic. The third returns
to A minor a n d a certa in aff inity wi th the openi ng , make a be t ter sequenc e than t he clarinet
p i eces .
I t i s in a somewhat rhapsod i c mood , and
for in terlude there i s a br ief stanza which be g i ns in F , t he key i nto wh i ch Schumann is so much
too pr one to drop f r om A minor. The c oda exploits
( or happen s on ) t he oboe ' s low register . The
su i te , i ~ su i te i t is , is of the slightest order .
It soun ds bet t e r in my judgmen t when the wind part
i s played on the mor e sympathetic c lar inet . l
The opening f i gure of the f irst n umber i s diff i cult to
perform on the oboe ,

The grac e no te is a c cen ted and then

leads to a h i gh "A" wh ic h i s marked p i ano .

Because of the

great amount of pressure requ i red to play i n the upper register it is difJ ic u l t to play at th i s dyn am i c level.

S i x meas -

ures fo l low in g the ope n i n g th i s problem is again e n countered ,
and th i s t i me c ompl i cated because the n ote preceeding is a
low octave "A" wh i ch requires a leap to the high octave which
i s marked p i ani ssimo .

The " F n atural " i n the measure at

1
Gerald Abraham , Schuma nn, A Symposium ; London , New York,
Oxford Un i vers i ty Press , L952 , p . 172 .
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letter A must be played wi th the f i rst , th i rd, and little
finger of the right hand t o avo i d ski pp i ng the third finger
to the ' 'D " wh i ch follows .

Five measures after letter A the "F"

m~st

be played with the

left hand little f i nger to make it possible to play the low
"C# " which follows .

The performer found that i t was helpful to breath after the
"F ."

This made it eas i er to play the "C# " which is one of

the difficult n otes in the l ow register .

Two measures later

there is a crescendo to a high "G" dotted half note followed
by a dotted half note tied to a half note on high "C" which
requires a tremendous amount of air pressure and embouchure
control.

At the scherzando the ''D " grace note must be play-

ed with the trill key .

Two measures after letter C there is a difficult passage
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which i ' to be played very softly.

However , this passage is more easily played well on the oboe
than it would be on the clarinet.

The eighth notes should be

played softer than the tied quarter notes, and if the same
amount of air pressure is used on both notes the low note
will sound lou4er.

Eight measures before the end the per-

former found it difficult to execute the slur from low "B"
to "F. "

To enable the performer to play this figure more artistically
the "B" was approached by a slur, then a quick breath was
taken before playing the "F."

Another measure, five before

the end, presented a problem because it required a great deal
of breath support , and it occurs four measures after the last
breathing opportunity .

Because of embouchure fatigue the

final "A" was difficult to control, and this critical note
can mean the difference between a successful performance and
a mediocore one.
The oboe was very rewarding for the performer.

It was

possible to develop phrasing and expression to a largely
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satisfactory degree because of the wide range of dynamic variations and tone quality possible on the oboe.

In this respect

the performer disagrees with the statement Mr. Abraham makes
regarding his preference for the clarinet as the solo instrument in this piece.

The performer felt the oboe was well

suited to the first number of this suite.
Two promenades
The first number played by the quartet was the first of
Two Promenades by Francis H. McKay.
~ ~

(Tranquil)

= 84.

The first part is marked

The melody in the first clarinet

part is characterized by an eighth note followed by a dotted
quarter .

The remaining three parts are smooth chromatic pro-

gressions.

Five measures before letter C the tempo accel1

erates to a•

= 120

tempo at letter C.

The first clarinet

part controls the speed entirely because of the eighth note
figure in this part against half notes and whole notes in the
other parts.
Two measures before letter C the second and fourth
clarinets have a figure containing a dotted eighth followed
by a sixteenth note tied (slurred) to a quarter note with a
leap of an octave in the second part and a leap of a seventh
to the sixteenth note and changing to an octave on the quarter
note in the fourth part.
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The first and third parts repeat the same figure in the following measure .
j_ u

c~

All·

$·W1 cf11

3110 CtAR.

This figure must be studied carefully and played in exact
rhythm to be effective .
At letter C McKay makes use of dual meters by using 12/8 1
time against 4/4.

One measure before letter D the ''D#" in

the second clarinet part should be played with the side key
fingering to avoid jumping the third finger of the left hand
to play the fifth line "F#" in the following measure.

Five

measures after letter D the first clarinet should play the
first "C# " with the left hand , the ''D#" with the right, the
"C#" again with the left hand, and the "C#" in the following
measure with the right hand so the left hand is free to play
the "G#" which follows .

Four measures before the da capo the second clarinet
part should be played with the thumb and first finger of the
left hand and the second finger of the right hand on the ''D#"
so the addition of the second and third fingers of the left
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hand is all that is necessary to play the " B natural. "
o#
Bl:i

.

0

.:

"f

!

0

"

~

•

After a fermata in all parts followed by a descending chromatic run in the first clarinet part, there is a da capo with
the fine occuring six measures after letter B.
Allemanda
The Allemanda by Arcangelo Carelli arranged for clarinet
quartet by Quinto Maganini is in direct contrast with the
Promenade by McKay.

This piece also contains two sections

which are repeated.

The tempo is marked allegro, and the com-

position is to be played very staccato .

Because of the im-

portance of the fourth part the player must be able to give
the sol.id tone wh i ch i s necessary and have the technical
facility to cover the notes .

Ten measures before the end of

the piece the third and fourth parts require special attention .

The regular fingerings should be used in this measure,

but they are somewhat awkward and must be practiced diligently to be played in the correct rhythm.

The dynamic

changes are made suddenly except for the crescendo eight
measures before the end .

Careful attention to the dynamics

and articulation is essential to an effective performance of
the number .
It appeared to the author that more time could have been
spent with individual members of the quartet while they were
learning their parts thus freeing the time in full ·rehearsal
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for problems of ensemble playing; intonation, precision, and
phrasing .

The problem of tempo was not solved until the final

rehearsals and the members of the quartet regressed into the
more familiar slow tempi in the performance of the two works
especially the McKay number .
Ensemble performance is a very effective method of developing good woodwind players.

Each player is responsible

for the part he is playing and cannot follow another player,
but the player still feels the security of playing with a
group .
Premiere rhapsodie
The Premiere Rhapsodie for Clarinet by Claude Debussy is
recognized as one of the most difficult yet one of the most
beautiful pieces written for the clarinet.

It is a typical

example of the French impressionism which is always connected
with Debussy .

According to PeterS. Hansen, Debussy's aim in

music " was the creation of exquisite, evocate sounds ... "2 and
the Premiere Rha psod ie certainly fulfills this aim.

"Be auty

must appeal to the senses, must provide us with immediate enjoyment, must impress us or insinuate itself into us without
any effort on our part ." 3

This was the feeling which prompt-

ed the performer to select this number for the recital.
The first three n otes are an example of the impressionistic quality.

They are simple notes in the middle register

2
Peter S . Hansen, An Introduction to Twentieth Century
Music (A llyn & Bacon , Inc., Boston , MasS: 1961), p. 13.
3 o p cit, Hansen, p. ll .
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of the clarinet marked piano , doux et expressif, but in the
hands of a sensitiv e artist they can become vibrant, shimmering sounds which mean much more to the listener.

Only through

studying the music of Debussy extensively can the performer
recreate the sound or " impression " which Debussy probably had
in mind.
At number 1 the basic theme of the Rhapsodie is introduced.

It presents no particular fingering problems, however

the third space "C" which preceeds and follows the "Eb"
should be played with the little finger of the left hand.
The performer also lengthened the "Eb" very slightly to make
it lead into the "C" more effectively.
Three measures before

[I)

the rhythm is complicated and

must be counted carefully to ma t ch the piano accompaniment.

The performer felt that many times the thirty-second note
modal scale passages were written merely for effect.

However,

each note must be played correctly in order to produce the
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desired result .

The sixth and eighth measures following ~

are good examples of this fact .

The two measures are iden-

tical except for one note .

·The sixth measure contains a second line "G#" which is
changed to "A natural" in the eighth measure.

This is a very

subtle change and would not be noticed by the layman or even
musician on the first few hearings.

However, after the

listener has become familiar with this figure the difference
is readily apparent, and the change gives the impression of
leading to the next figure rather than just a static repetition.
At this point the tempo is accelerated until it is
doubled three measures later.

Four m·e asures before

[lJ

the

tempo begins to slow again to the original tempo.
The trills on the first line "Eb" and the third line
"Bb" can be played easily by using the first finger of the
right hand on the two lower side keys.

The fourth space

"Eb" trill offers a problem because it is played with the
second finger of the right hand while all other fingers are
placed on the clarinet.

This condition causes the muscles

of the hand to become tense, and the movement of the fingers
is not as free as it would be. if the other fingers were not
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being used .
The measure before

[1]

contains another thirty-second

run ascending with a sweeping effect into the theme mentioned before which is played an octave higher than the first
time.
Six measures after
after[§].

[iJ

a cut was made to eight measures

Here the music becomes a playful scherzando,

with sharp, staccato eighth notes played piano.
beginning at

[lJ

The passage

is a definite challenge to the technical

ability of any clarinet player.

This passage like that en-

countered at the end of the Mozart Concerto requires a tremendous amount of finger dexterity.

The tempo is very fast,

and the tongue must be coordinated with the fingers.

The most difficult problem is the leap from "Bb" to "E natural then back to "Bb . "

It is almost impossible to make . this

leap while slurring without also sounding the "G" between.
Only by many hours of diligent practice can this problem be
mastered.
Seven measures after

~

the most difficult phrasing

problem for the performer was encountered.
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This figure requires much embouchure and breath control to be
played in the correct style, once this has been determined.
Only after studying several other impressionistic compositions was the performer able to determine how this passage
should be interpreted.
The theme occurs again at
original octave .

[2]

this time returning to the

However, the accompaniment is altered, and

five measures after

[2]

the combination of the melody in a

simple meter against the sextuplet figure in the piano make
this passage one of the most beautiful in the piece.
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EZF

C1

f

f. I.
The final section which begins at

[iQJ

the most difficult ever encountered by the

is without doubt
perform~r .

Because

of their obvious extreme difficulty the first six measures
were memorized as the first step in preparing the solo.

Then

each time the performer could find a spare moment this passage could be played even if the music was not available.
Eventually, this passage was also incorporated into the daily
warm-up routine.

Several weeks of this consistent practice

made it possible to play the passage at some
ciency.

deg~ee

of profi-
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The fifth and sixth measures after

[!!]

must be fingered in

the following pattern to avoid jumping or sliding the little
fingers.

The remaining measures to ~ are repetitions of the last
four notes mentioned above.

Five measures after ~ a

thirty-second note scale passage in D Major leads to a high
"G."

The performer found that the harmonic played with the

forked "Bb" fingering proved the most satisfactory in playing this note.

The solo closes on a high "Eb" followed by a

"Gb" major chord in the accompaniment.
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